FAST ACTION This
new line of EPA-registered
hydrogen peroxide cleaner
disinfectants kills most
bacteria and viruses in
30 seconds to one minute.
The products are recommended for daily surface
disinfection facilitywide.
Visit the website for free
sample information.
Clorox Healthcare
www.cloroxhealthcare.com

SIMPLY SUSTAINABLE The unbleached

KEEP ON ROLLING The
SPECIAL DELIVERY The
Robocourier autonomous
mobile robot can carry and
deliver up to 100 pounds.
A laser guidance system
assures obstacle avoidance
and staff safety. It is equipped
with preprogrammed destination buttons and battery power.
Swisslog Healthcare Solutions
www.swisslog.com

new Poly-Trux 78P multitasking bulk laundry cart
packs 800-pound payloads
in a 56-bushel, low-profile
design that allows one
person to roll it fully loaded
safely and easily. The cart
is set atop a sturdy, powder
coated metal base on
industrial-strength,
nonmarking casters.

beige bathroom tissue is made of 100
percent recycled fiber and is offset
with Green-e certified, renewable wind
electricity, which saves 2,500 pounds of
CO2 emissions per ton produced. It is
scheduled for release in late August.
Cascades Tissue Group
www.afh.cascades.com

» ON OUR RADAR «

SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS + SERVICES

Meese Orbitron Dunne Co.
www.modlaundry.com

These product descriptions have been condensed from information supplied by manufacturers, representatives
and distributors. They are for informational purposes only. Product inclusion should not be construed as an
endorsement by Health Facilities Management magazine, Health Forum or the American Hospital Association.
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SOLUTIONS » FURNITURE

OPTIONS BY DESIGN Steps transitional seating solution accommodates a variety of waiting area
designs, providing designers with a wide array of possibilities. Steps includes furnishing options of
varying heights — from high-back seating solutions to flat benches — to create areas for openness
or privacy that can direct the flow of visitors. Nemschoff • www.nemschoff.com

SAFE STORAGE Casegoods and bedside cabinets provide optimal storage for the patient and
caregiver in a practical yet
stylish design. Soft edges
reduce the risk of injury to
patient and staff. Vented
backs provide air circulation for the interior of the
cabinet, reducing the risk
of possible infection.
Knu Healthcare
www.getknu.com

STYLISH SEATING The
Enea Lottus collection is suitable for many applications,
including meeting spaces and
cafeterias. It brings a simple
and clean design aesthetic to
living and work settings. The
collection offers opportunities
for the creation of settings
that are both casual and collaborative. Available in several
colors, the line comes in a
variety of surface materials.
Coalesse • www.coalesse.com

DURABLE COMFORT
The steel construction
makes Empath one of the
most durable recliners on
the market. Empath features the most fluid casters available today, making the recliner quiet and
easy to move even when
occupied. The recliner
presents a clean, sophisticated look in a compact,
compressed footprint,
making it suitable for
most health care settings.
Steelcase
www.nurture.com
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LIGHTING « SOLUTIONS
FITS LIKE A COVE
The new Cove-15 is
a conventional fixture
in a small package,
designed to fit into
a field-constructed
architectural cove.
It is available with an
optional adjustable
mounting angle, which
tilts the fixture to
project light at lower
beam angles. The
Cove-15 achieves
54 lumens per watt
(LPW) at 2700K,
a higher LPW than
the industry average.
Litecontrol
www.litecontrol.com

CONSISTENT QUALITY The Healthcare Lighting Surg5
surgical troffer luminaire delivers consistent, high-quality
lighting, while providing significant energy savings and overall ease of maintenance. The Surg5 luminaire is designed
to deliver the equivalent light output of a six-lamp fluorescent troffer, while requiring only five lamps. This allows
more accessible placement of the ballast for faster, less
costly maintenance. Acuity Brands • www.acuitybrands.com

PRECISE LIGHTING The LED LightBAR technology is
integrated in multiple outdoor product lines, including the
McGraw-Edison Ventus LED area luminaire. The system’s
optical performance delivers improved lumen output and
efficiency, while offering up to 75 percent in energy savings
over traditional high-intensity discharge outdoor lighting.
Lumen and energy output are customizeable for the space
needs. Cooper Lighting • www.cooperlighting.com

LONG, EFFICIENT LIFE The new T5
Watt Saver fluorescent is approximately
40 percent smaller than T8 lamps and 60
percent smaller than T12 lamps. It offers a
full spectrum of light with three color temperatures and a high color rendering index.
The T5 saves from 50 to 70 percent in
energy costs, while extending lamp life to
20,000 hours with up to 94 percent lumen
maintenance. Maxlite • www.maxlite.com
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